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 BOX #1 
 
1. American national standard for human factors engineering of visual display terminal 
workstations. Santa Monica, CA: The Human Factors Society, 1988. ANSI/HFS Standards 
No. 100-1988. $25.00. 
2. An architectts guide to building codes & standards, second edition. Washington, DC: 
The American Institute of Architects, 1990. ISBN 1-55835-067-5. $15.00. 
3. An architect's guide to building codes and standards. New York: The American 
Institute of Architects, 1988. ISBN 1-55835-050-0. 
4. Archea, John, et al. Guidelines for stair safety. Washington, DC: Center for Building 
Technology, 1979. NBSBSS 120.  
5. Archea, John, et al. Safety on Stairs. Washington, DC: Center for Building 
Technology, 1979. NBSBSS 108. PEPG, ERGO 
6. Asbestos in buildings: what owners and managers should know. Washington, DC: Safe 
Buildings Alliance. 
7. Black paper on the need for health and safety legislation in the federal public sector / 
Livre noir sur la nécessité d'une loi sur la santé et la sécurité dans le secteur public 
fédéral. Ottawa: Public Service Alliance of Canada, [n.d.]. 
8. Chollet, Deborah J. A cost-benefit analysis of accessibility. U.S. Department of Housing 
and Urban Development, 1979. HUD-PDR403. 
9. Collins, Belinda L., et al. Safety color appearance under selected light sources. 
Gaithersburg, MD: Center for Building Technology, 1986. NBSIR 86-3493. 
10. Coon, David. Indoor air quality in tight houses: a literature review. Toronto: Ontario 
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, Housing Conservation Unit, 1984. 
11. Crosswalks and pedestrian program. Report No. 1. Halifax, NS: City of 
Halifax, [n.d.].  
12. Frankenhaeuser, Marianne. Stress, health, job satisfaction. Stockholm: 
Swedish Work Environment Fund, 1989.  
13. Glass, Robert A. and Arthur I. Rubin. Fire Safety for High-Rise Buildings: The Role of 
Communications. Washington, DC: Center for Building Technology, 1979. NBSBSS 1115.  
14. A guideline on office ergonomics: a national standard of Canada. Toronto: Canadian 
Standards Association, 1989. National Standard of Canada CAN/CSA-Z412-M89. 
15. Hagbert, Mats. Occupational shoulder and neck disorders. Stockholm: The Swedish 
Work Environment Fund, 1987. No. 40-19. 
16. Health building manual: systems, parameters, problems & solutions. Ottawa: Energy, 
Mines & Resources Canada, 1988. 
17. Helfer, Peter. Building design for access by the disabled: a design appraisal of Telecom 
Business Offices. Australia: Telecom, Design Standards Branch, H.Q., 1982. 
18. The human equation: health and comfort. Proceedings of the ASHRAE/SOEH 
Conference IAQ 89. Atlanta, GA: American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-
Conditioning Engineers, 1989. ISBN 0-910110-59-X.  
19. Indoor air pollution and housing technology. Ottawa: Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation, 1983. ISBN 0-660-11415-1. 
20. Johnson, B.M. Door-use study. Ottawa: National Research Council Canada, Division of 
Building Research, 1981. DBR Paper  1012. 
21. Managing asbestos in place: a building owner’s guide to operations and maintenance 
programs for asbestos containing materials. Washington, DC: U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, 1990. 20T-2003. 
 22. Orientation and wayfinding: technical paper with comments. Washington, DC: U.S. 
Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board, 1983. 
23. Public building accessibility: a self-evaluation guide. Albuquerque, NM: University of 
New Mexico, School of Architecture and Planning, 1978. NSF-SOS-78-02744. 
24. Ruck, N.C., editor. Building design and human performance. New York: Van Nostrand 
Reinhold, 1989. ISBN 0-442-27847-0.  
25. Schroeder, Steven and Edward Steinfeld. The estimated cost of accessible buildings. 
Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1979. HUD-
PDR-398. 
26. Seismic considerations elementary and secondary schools. Washington, DC: Building 
Seismic Safety Council, 1987. 
27. Steinfeld, Edward, et al. Access to the built environment: a review of the literature. 
Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1979. HUD-
PDR-405. 
28. Steinfeld, Edward; Steven Schroeder and Marilyn Bishop. Accessible buildings for 
people with walking and reaching limitations. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development, 1979. HUD-PDR-397. 
29. Steinfeld, Edward; Steven Schroeder and Marilyn Bishop. Adaptable dwellings. 
Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1979. HUDPDR-
402. 
30. Templer, John; David Lewis and Jon Sanford. Ground and floor surface treatments. 
Washington, DC: U.S. Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board, 
1983. Technical paper. 
31. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, National Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health. Carpal tunnel syndrome: selected references. U. S. Government 
Printing Office, 1989. 
32. Bayes, Kenneth. The therapeutic effect of environment on emotionally disturbed and 
mentally subnormal children. London: 1967. Distributed by Society for Emotionally 
Disturbed Children. 
33. Deutsch, Robert D. Spatial structurings in everyday face-to-face behavior: a 
neurocybernetic model. Orangeburg, NY: The Association for the Study of Man-
Environment Relations, 1977. 
34. Goffman, Erving. Studies in the anthropology of visual communication: gender 
advertisements. Washington, DC: Society for the Anthropology of Visual 
Communication, 1976. (Vol. 3, No. 2, Fall 1976).  
35. Kupritz, Virginia W. Privacy management at Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation. 
Research Report, 1991.  
36. Prak, Niels L. The visual perception of the built environment. Delft, The Netherlands: 
Delft University Press, 1977. ISBN 906275-004-4. 
37. Preiser, Wolfgang F.E., editor. Psyche and design: concepts, issues and directions in 
man-made environments. Urbana, IL: University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and 
Association for the Study of Man-Environment Relations, 1976.  
38. Purcell, Terry and Ross Thorne. Assessment of community needs for arts-cultural facilities 
in an urban local government area. University of Sydney, Department of Architecture, 
Architectural Psychology Research Unit, 1977. ISBN 0-909425-15-9. 
39. Whyte, V.T. Guidelines for field studies in environmental perception. Paris: UNESCO, 
1977. ISBN 92-3-101483-8. 
 
 
 
  
Box #2 
 
1. ADA compliance guidebook: a checklist for your building. Washington, DC: Building 
Owners and Managers Association International, 1991. 
2. Batick, Albert L. A guide to standards. Parker, CO: 1989. ISBN 0-9622523-0-1. 
3. The building standard law of Japan. Tokyo: The Building Center of Japan, 1990. ISBN 
48910-018-0. 
4. Designation of noncombustible materials. Notification No. 1828. 
5. Designation of quasi-noncombustible materials and fire retardant materials. 
Notification No. 1231. 
6. Establishment of technical standards for ensuring structural safety of log 
construction. Notification No. 859. 
7. Establishment of technical standards for ensuring structural safety on wood frame 
construction. Notification No. 56. 
8. Carlsöö, Sven. How man moves: kinesiological methods and studies. London: 
William Heinemann Ltd, 1972. ISBN 434-902152. 
9. Color on your terminal White Plains, NY: IBM, 1983. 
10. DeMatteo, Bob. The hazards of VDT's. Ontario Public Service Employees Union, 
Department of Special Operations, 1981.  
11. Ergonomic Design for People at Work/ Volume 1. Van Nostrand Reinhold, NY, 1983. 
Eastman Kodak Company. ISBN 0-534-97962-9 (v. 1) 
12. Ergonomic Design for People at Work, Volume 2 Van Nostrand Reinhold, NY, 1983. 
Eastman Kodak Company. ISBN 0-442-22103-7 
13. Ergonomics handbook. Armonk, NY: International Business Machines Corporation, 
[n.d.] 
14. Fischhoff, Baruch, et al. Acceptable risk. Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University 
Press, 1981. ISBN 0-521-27892-9.  
15. Gimbel, Theo. Healing thtough colour. Saffron Walden, UK: C.W. Daniel Co., 1980. 
SBN 85207-144-2. 
16. Grandjean, E. and E. Vigliani, editors. Ergonomic aspects of visual display terminals. 
London: Taylor & Francis, 1980. ISBN 0-85066-2110-7.  
17. Grandjean, Etienne. Fitting the task to the man: a textbook of occupational 
ergonomics, 4th ed. New York: Taylor & Francis, 1988. 
18. ISBN 0-85066-379-2. 
19. Harkness, Sarah P. and James N. Groom, Jr. Building without barriers for the disabled. 
New York: Watson-Guptill, 1976. ISBN 0-8230-7082-4.  
20. Joyce, Marilyn and Ulrika Wallersteiner. Ergonomics: humanizing the automated 
office. Cincinnati: South-Western, 1989. ISBN 0-538-07641-0.  
21. Kuller, Rikard. Non-visual effects of light and colour: annotated bibliography. 
Stockholm: The Swedish Council for Building Research, 1981. ISBN 91-540-3605-4. 
22. Lueder, Rani, editor. The ergonomics payoff: designing the electronic office. 
Toronto: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1986. ISBN 0-03921998-4. 
 23. Meckler, Milton, editor. Indoor air quality design guidebook. Liburn, GA: Fairmont 
Press, 1991. ISBN 0-88173-08802.  
24. Morgan, M. Granger. Electric and magnetic fields from 60 hertz electric power: what 
do we know about possible health risks? 
25. Pittsburgh, PA: Carnegie Mellon University, Department of Engineering and Public 
Policy, 1989. 
26. Ollner, Jan.  The company and standardization. Stockholm: Swedish Standards 
Institution, 1974. SIS Hb 124.  
27. Raschko, Bettyann Boetticher. Housing interiors for the disabled and elderly. New 
York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1982. ISBN 0-442-22001-4.  
28. Scalet, Elizabeth A. VDT health and safety: issues and solutions. Lawrence, KS: 
Ergosyst Associates, 1987. ISBN 0-916313-13-16 
29. A standard ergonomics reference data system: the concept and its assessment. 
Washington, DC: Institute for Applied Technology, National Bureau of Standards, 
1978. Final report. NBSIR 77-1403.  
30. VDTs and your health: when the chips are down = Les écrans cathodiques (TEC) 
et votre santé. Ottawa: Public Service Alliance of Canada, 1982. 
31. Venolia, Carol. Healing environments: your guide to indoor well-being. Berkeley, CA: 
Celestial Arts, 1988. ISBN 0-89087-497Q.  
32. Williams, Bernard O. and John L. Burch, compiling editors. 
33. Human foundations of advanced computing technology: the guide to the select 
literature. Lawrence, KS: The Report store, 1985. ISBN 0-916313-09-3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
BOX #3 
 
1. Berger, John. Ways of seeing. London: British Broadcasting Corporation & 
Penguin Books, [19751. ISBN 0-14-021631-6. 
2. Brolin, Brent C. The failure of modern architecture. Toronto: Van Nostrand 
Reinhold, 1976. ISBN 0-442-21070-1.  
3. Bruyn, Severyn T. The human perspective in sociology: the methodology in 
participant observation. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1966.  
4. Canter, D. Psychology for architects. New York: John Wiley, 1974. ISBN 0-470-
13460-7. 
5. Canter, David, editor. Fires and human behaviour. New York: John Wiley, 1980. 
ISBN 0-471-27709-6. 
6. Conyne, Robert K. and R. James Clack. Environmental assessment and design: 
a new tool for the applied behavioral scientist. New York: Praeger, 1981. ISBN 0-
03-057948-1. 
7. Craik, Kenneth H. and Ervin H. Zube, editors. Perceiving environmental quality: 
research and applications. New York: Plenum, 1976. ISBN 0-306-36309-7.  
8. Current issues in environment-behavior research. Proceedings of the third 
Japan-United States seminar held in Kyoto, Japan, July 19-20, 1990. Japan: 
University of Tokyo, 1991. 
9. Deasy, C.M. Design for human affairs. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1974. ISBN 
0-470-20454-0.  
10. Downs, Roger M and David Stea. Maps in minds: reflections on cognitive 
mapping. New York: Harper & Row, 1977. ISBN 0-06-041733-1. 
11. Evans, Gary W., editor. Environmental stress. Cambridge, MA: Cambridge 
University Press, 1982. ISBN 0-521-31859-9.  
12. Farbstein, Jay and Min Kantrowitz. People in places: experiencing, using, and 
changing the built environment. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1978. ISBN 
0-13-656788-1. 
13. Hardin, Garrett. Exploring new ethics for survival: the voyage of the spaceship 
Beagle. Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1972. ISBN 014-02.1699-5. 
14. Haustein, Heinz-Dieter. Human resources, creativity, and innovation: the conflict 
between homo faber and homo ludens. Laxenburg,Austria: International 
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, 1982. 
15. Henley, Nancy M. Body politics: power, sex, and nonverbal communication. 
Englewood Hills, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1977. ISBN 0-13079632-8. 
16. Hoffer, Eric. The true believer: thoughts on the nature of mass movements. New 
York: New American Library, 1951. 
17. Huizinga, J. Homo Ludens: a study of the play-element in culture. Boston: 
Beacon Press, 1950. 
18. Ittelson, William H.; Harold M. Proshansky; Leanne G. Rivlin and Gary H. Winkel. 
 19. An introduction to environmental psychology. New York: Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, 1974. ISBN 0-03-0013451. 
 
20. Kaplan, Stephen and Rachel Kaplan, editors. Humanscape: environments for 
people. North Scituate, MA: Duxbury Press, 1978. ISBN 0-87872-163-0. 
21. King, Anthony, editor. Buildings and society: essays on the social development 
of the built environment. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1980. ISBN 0-7102-
0234-2. 
22. Lang, Jon, Charles Burnette, Walter Moleski and David Vachon, editors. 
23. Designing for human behaviour: architecture and the behavioral sciences. 
Stroudsburg, PA: Dowden, Hutchinson & Ross, 1974. ISBN 0-87933-054-6. 
24. Lofland, John. Analyzing social settings: a guide to qualitative observation and 
analysis. Belmont, CA: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1971. 
25. Mills, Theodore M. The sociology of small groups. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-
Hall, 1967. 
26. Mitchell, William J. The logic of architecture: design, computation, and 
cognition. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 19901SBN 0-26263116-4. 
27. Moore, Gary T., and Reginald G. Golledge, editors. Environmental knowing: 
theories, research/ and methods. Stroudsburg, PA: Dowden, Hutchinson & Ross, 
1976. ISBN 0-87933-060-0. 
 
 
  
BOX #4 
 
1. American national standard for accessible and usable buildings and facilities. ANSI 
Al 17.1 Public Review Draft. Falls Church, VA: Council of American Building Officials, 
1992.  
2. Barrier-free design. Rexdale, Ontario: Canadian Standards Association, 1990. 
National Standard of Canada CAN/CSA-B651-M90. ISSN 0317-5669. 
3. Energy conservation in existing buildings - commercial. Atlanta, GA: The American 
Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 1988. ASHRAE 
standard ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 100.3-1985.  
4. Griffin, M.J. Handbook of human vibration. New York: Academic Press, 1990. ISBN 0-
12-303040-4. (Excerpts from book bound in three-ring binder). 
5. Method of testing air-cleaning devices used in general ventilation for removing 
particulate matter. Atlanta, GA: The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, 
and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 1976. ASHRAE standard 5276. 
6. Standard methods of measuring and expressing building energy performance. 
Atlanta, GA: The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning 
Engineers, 1984. ASHRAE standard ANSI/ ASHRAE 105-1984. 
7. Thermal environmental conditions for human occupancy. Atlanta, GA: The 
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 1981. 
ASHRAE standard ANSI/ASHRAE 55-1981. 
8. Ventilation for acceptable indoor air quality. Atlanta, GA: The American Society of 
Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 1989. ASHRAE standard 
ASHRAE 62-1989. 
9. Johnson, Virginia Wilson. Architectural correlates of privacy: the dynamics of 
privacy. regulation. Blacksburg, VA: Dissertation submitted to the Faculty of the 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University in partial fulfilment of the 
requirement for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Environmental Design and 
Planning, December 1990. 
10. 1989 AMS flexible work survey. Trevose, PA: AMS Foundation, 1989. (AMS = 
Administrative Management Society). 
11. Bennis, Warren and Burt Nanus. Leaders: the strategies for taking charge. New York: 
Harper & Row, 1985. ISBN 0-06-091336-3. 
12. Edlund, Sten, editor. Labour law: research in twelve countries. Stockholm: The 
Swedish Work Environment Fund and The Swedish Centre for Working Life, 1986. ISBN 
91-22-00800-4. 
13. Etzioni, Amitai. Modern organizations. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1964. 
14. Factory worker into software worker: the Axept project at Teli, Nynäshamn. 
Stockholm: The Swedish Work Environment Fund, 1989. ISBN 626-14-711. 
15. Garden, Bertil. Work organization and human nature: a review of research on 
man's need to control technology. Stockholm: The Swedish Work Environment 
Fund, 1987. 
 16. Goodrich, Ronald J. TRW culture. Preliminary draft. New York: Ronald J. Goodrich 
Associates, 1981.  
17. Gustafsson, Rolf Å. and Anders Kjellberg. Behavioral scientists and workers: a brief 
history of Swedish work environment research. Stockholm: The Swedish Work 
Environment Fund, 1987. No. 60-19-09.  
18. Howard, Robert. Brave new workplace. New York: Viking, 1985. ISBN 0-670-18738-0. 
19. Johnson, Bonnie McDaniel and Ronald E. Rice. Managing organizational 
innovation: the evolution from word processing to office information systems. New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1987. ISBN 0-231-06398-9. 
20. Kets de Vries, Manfred F.R. and Danny Miller. Unstable at the top: inside the troubled 
organization. New York: New American Library, 1987. ISBN 0-45162685-0. 
21. Lindholm, Rolf. The new managers. Stockholm: The Swedish Work 
Environment Fund, 1984. No. 64-19-16. 
22. Maccoby, Michael. The gamesman: winning and losing the career game. Toronto: 
Bantam Books, 1976. ISBN 0-553-11450-6.  
23. Mackay, Harvey. Beware the naked man who offers you his shirt. New York: William 
Morrow, 1990. ISBN 0-688-09229-2.  
24. Oscarsson, Bo, et al. A new world of work. Stockholm: The Swedish Work Environment 
Fund, The Development Programme, 1991. ISBN 91-87460-106. 
25. Oscarsson, Bo and Peter Dockerty. New technology, working life and management 
in Sweden. Stockholm: The Swedish Work Environment Fund, 1987. No. 63-19-13. 
26. Probes: office technology and management. Houston: CRS Sirrine Reseach, 1984. 
27. Propst, Robert; John Adams and Claudia Propst. Facility influence on productivity. 
Ann Arbor, MI: Herman Miller Research Corporation, 1976. 
28. Psychology at work: behaviour science in work environment research. Stockholm: 
The Swedish Work Environment Fund, 1986. 
29. Springer, Dr. T.J. Improving productivity in the workplace: reports from the field. St. 
Charles, IL: Springer Associates, 1986. 
30. White, Jerry S. Intrapreneuring: the secrets of corporate success in Canada. 
Markham, Ontario: Penguin Books Canada, 1988. ISBN 0-14-009930-1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 BOX #5 
 
1. Altman, Irwin. The environment and social behaviour: privacy, personal spacer 
territory, crowding. Monterey, CA: Brooks/Cole Publishing, 1975. ISBN 0-8185-0168-5. 
2. Altman, Irwin and Joachim F. Wohlwill, editors. Children and the environment. New 
York: Plenum, 1978. ISBN 0-306-40090-1. 
3. Altman, Irwin; Joachim F. Wohlwill and Peter B. Everett, editors. Transportation and 
behavior. New York: Plenum, 1981. ISBN 0-306-40773-6. 
4. Altman, Irwin, and Kathleen Christensen, editors. Environment and behavior studies: 
emergence of intellectual traditions. New York: Plenum, 1990. ISBN 0-3064346807. 
5. Altman, Irwin and Martin Chemers. Culture and environment. Monterey, CA: 
Brooks/Cole Publishing, 1984. ISBN 0-521-31970-6.  
6. Ananichev, K. Environment: international aspects. Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1976. 
7. Habitats environments and human behavior. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1978. ISBN 0-
87589-356-2. 
8. Scheflen, Albert E. How behaviour means. Garden City, NY: Anchor Press, 1974. ISBN 0-
385-06571-X.  
9. Scheflen, Albert E.  Human territories: how we behave in space-time. Englewood Cliffs, 
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1976. ISBN 0-13-4476492. 
10. Skinner, B.F. Beyond freedom and dignity. Toronto, Ontario: Bantam Books, 1971. 
11. The social and built environment in an older society, by Committee on an Aging 
Society, Institute of Medicine and National Research Council. Washington, DC: 
National Academy Press, 1988. ISBN 0-309-03780-8. 
12. Sommer, Robert. Tight spaces: hard architecture and how to humanize it. Englewood 
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1974. ISBN 0-13921338-4. 
13. Stopher, Peter R. and Arnim H. Meyburg. Survey sampling and multivariate analysis for 
social scientists and engineers. Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1979. ISBN 0-669-
96966-4. 
14. Turkle, Sherry. The second self: computers and the human spirit. New York: Simon and 
Schuster, 1984. ISBN 0-671-46848-0.  
15. Villecco, Marguerite and Michael Brill. Environmental design research: concepts, 
methods and values. Washington, DC: The Design Arts Program of the National 
Endowment for the Arts, 1981. 
16. Wapner, Seymour; Saul B. Cohen; and Bernard Kaplan, editors. Experiencing the 
environment. New York: Plenum, 1976. ISBN 0-306-30873-8. 
17. White, Willo P., editor. Resources in environment and behavior. Washington, DC: 
American Psychological Association, 1979. ISBN 0912704-06-3. 
18. Wrightson, William and Campbell Pope. 44 From Barrier Free to Safe Environments: The 
New Zealand Experience. 1989 World Rehabilitation Fund, NY. ISBN# 939986-58-2 
19. Zeisel, John. Inquiry by design: tools for environment-behavior research. Monterey, CA: 
Brooks/ Cole, 1981. ISBN 0-8185 0375-0 
20. Zeisel, John. Social science frontiers: occasional publications reviewing new fields for 
social science development. New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1975. ISBN 87154-
933-X. 
21. Zube, Ervin H. and Moore, Gary T., editors. Advances in environment, behavior and 
design, volume 1. New York: Plenum, 1987. ISBN 0-306-42509-2  
22. Zube, Ervin H. and Moore, Gary T., editors. Advances in environment, behavior and 
design volume 2. New York: Plenum, 1987. ISBN 0-306-42953-5.  
 
  
BOX #6 
 
1. Environment and Behavior. Sage Publication, Vol. 21, March 1989.  
2. Liben, Lynn S., Arthur H. Patterson, and Nora Newcombe, editors. Spatial 
representation and behavior across the life span: theory and application. New 
York: Academic Press, 1981. ISBN 0-12-447980-4. 
3. Newell, Allen and Herbert A. Simon. Human problem solving. Englewood Cliffs, 
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1972. ISBN 13-445403-0.  
4. Nicholson, Nigel and Toby D. Wall, editors. The theory and practice of 
organizational psychology: a collection of original essays. New York: Academic 
Press, 1982. 
5. Payne, Stanley L. The art of asking questions. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 1951. 
6. Proshansky, Harold M.; William H. Ittelson and Leanne G. Rivlin, editors. 
Environmental psychology: man and his physical setting. Toronto: Holt, Rinehart 
& Winston, 1970. SBN: 03078970-2. 
7. Proshansky, Harold M.; William H. Ittelson and Leanne G. Rivlin, editors. 
Environmental psychology: people and their physical settings, 2nd edition. New 
York: Holt, Rinehard and Winston, 1976. ISBN 0-03-089679-7. 
8. Rapoport, Amos. Human aspects of urban form: towards a man-environment 
approach to urban form and design. New York: Pergamon Press, 1977. ISBN 0-
08-017974-6. 
9. Rapoport, Amos. The meaning of the built environment: a nonverbal 
communication approach. Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1990. ISBN 0-
8165-1176-4. 
10. Rifkin, Jeremy. Time wars: the primary conflict in human history. New York: Henry 
Holt and Company, 1987. ISBN 0-80500377-0. 
11. Rubin, Arthur I. and Jacqueline Elder. Building for people: behavioral research 
approaches and directions. Environmental Design Research Division, Center for 
Building Technology, 1980. NBSSP 474. 
12. Schlereth, Thomas J. Material culture studies in America: an anthology. 
Nashville, TN: The American Association for State and Local History, 1982. ISBN 0-
910050-67-8. 
13. Sommer, Robert and Barbara B. Sommer. A practical guide to behavioral 
research: tools and techniques. New York: Oxford University Press, 1980. ISBN 0-
19-502692-6. 
14. Teymur, Necdet. Environmental discourse: a critical analysis of 
'environmentalism' in architecture, planning, design, ecology, social sciences 
and the media. London: ?uestion Press, 1982. ISBN 0-946160-01-5. 
15. Tuan, Yi-Fu. Space and place: the perspective of experience. Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1977. ISBN 0-81660884-9. 
 16. Birch, David L. Job creation in America: how our smallest companies put the 
most people to work. New York: Free Press, 1987. ISBN 0-02-903610-0. 
17. Clark, Alfred W., compiler. Experimenting with organizational life: the action 
research approach. New York: Plenum, 1976. ISBN 0-30630879-7. 
18. Coffey, Robert E.; Anthony G. Athos and Peter A. Raynolds. Behaviour in 
organizations: a multidimensional view, 2nd edition. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: 
Prentice-Hall, 1975.  ISBN 0-13-073148-X. 
19. Dainoff, Marvin J. and Marilyn Hecht Dainoff. People & productivity: a 
manager's guide to ergonomics in the electronic office. Cincinnati, OH: MIDA 
Books, 1986. ISBN 0-03-922003-6.  
20. Everybody's business: a fund of retrievable ideas for humanizing life in the office. 
Zeeland, MI: Herman Miller Research corp., 1985. ISBN 0-936658-19-3. 
21. Steele, Fred I. Physical settings and organization development. Don Mills, 
Ontario: Addison-Wesley Publishing, 1973. ISBN 0-201-07211-4. 
22. Steele, Fritz and Stephen Jenks. The feel of the work place: understanding and 
improving organization climate. Don Mills, Ontario: AddisonWesley, 1977. ISBN 0-
201-07213-0. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
BOX #7 
 
1. Davis, Louis E. and Albert B. Cherns, editors. The quality of working life volume one: 
problems, prospects and the state of the art. New York: Free Press, 175. ISBN 0-02-907380-4 
2. Davis, Louis E. and Albert B. Cherns, editors. The quality of working life volume two: cases 
and commentary. New York: Free Press, 1975. ISBN 0-02-9073804. 
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11. McKinnon, Gordon P., editor. Fire Protection Handbook Fourteen Edition 
12. Brown, G.Z. Sun, Wind, and Light. Architectural Design Strategies. ISBN 0-471-
82063-6 
13. Private Space: Habitability of Apartments for the Elderly. August 1978 Design 
Evaluation Project, Dept. of Architecture, MIT 
14. Shared spaces in Housing for the Elderly. October 1978 (Revised) Design 
Evaluation Project, Dept. of Architecture, MIT 
15. Musson, Noverre and Helen Heusinkveld. Buildings for the Elderly 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
BOX #43 
 
1. Raschko, Bettyann. World Rehabilitation Fund, Inc. Fellowship Report. 
Rehabilitation of Elderly and Disabled Persons in Sweden, Denmark, and West 
Germany through the application of anthropometric design in their dwelling 
places with support of community-based services. 
2. Rittel, Horst. W.J. Planning Information System. Working Ppaer No. 324 May 1980. 
Institute of Urban & Regional Development. University of California, Berkeley 
3. Occasional Papers: A Series of Essays on Interior Design Themes. Volume One. 
Produced by The Interiors Committee of The American Institute of Architects. 
Winter 1986 
4. Technology, Trade and the U.S. Residential Construction Industry. Special 
Report. Congress of the United States, Office of Technology Assessment 
5. Ornl Oak Ridge National Laboratory ORNL/Sub-7973/1. The National Program 
Plan for the Thermal Performance of Building Envelope Systems and Materials. 
6. Research Bulletin 9 University of Strathclyde Department of 
Architecture & Building Science. June 1979. $2.50 
7. International Energy Agency. Technical Note AIC 14. A review of building 
airtightness and ventilation standards. February 1984 
8. Airport Technology International 1987. 
9. Airport Technology International 1988. 
10. Swatez, Gerald M. Space Sciences Laboratory. Social Organization of a 
University Laboratory. Internal Working Paoper #44 University of California, 
Berkeley California. 
11. Canestaro, James C. Development component Series. An Introduction to the 
Design Analysis of Office Buildings. 
12. Building system Integration Research. PNL-5696 UC-95d. Recommendations for 
a U.s. Department of Energy Multiyear Program Plan. January 1986 Battelle 
13. Bioclimatology Biometeorology and Aeroionotherapy. 1968 
14. Collins, Belinda L., et al. NBSIR 77-1388. A New Look at Windows. 
15. NBS Special Publication 512. Energy-Effective Windows. U.S. Department of 
Commerce/National Bureau of Standards 
16. The American Institute of Architects. Architect's Handbook of Energy Practice. 
Analysis. Simplified Energy Evaluation Technique 
17. Aesthetic Guidelines for Electric Transmission. Design Guide. Southern California 
Edition 1972 
18. CIB Report No. 18. Master Lists for structuring documents relating to buildings, 
building elements, components, materials and services. 
19. CIB Report No. 22. The SfB system authorized building classification system for 
use in project information and related general information. 
20. Construction Industry Thesaurus. December 1976 Second Edition. Abridged 
Version. Property Services Agency, Department of Environment. 
21. Children in Custody. A Report on the Juvenile Detention and Correctional 
Facility Census of 1971. US. Department of Justice. 
 22. Ci/SfB construction indexing manual. 1976 revision. $8.00. 
23. Hospitals. Planning mental health facilities and construction issue. February 
1968. 
24. 2 copies: How to Plan and Design - Intensive and Coronary Care Units — 
Outpatient and Emergency Units. Selected Papers presented at Hill-Burton 
Design Seminars. 
25. SYNTEX Magazine article reprints regarding "Industrial Medical Department". 
January 18, 1967. Building Program Associates. 
26. Planning Nurseries for Newborn in the General Hospital. U.S. Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare. 
27. The Hospital-Based Long-Term Care Unit (Skilled Nursing Facility Functional 
Programing Worksheets. 
28. Planning for Hospital Pharmacies. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare. 
29. Ostroff, Elaine. Humanizing Environments A Primer. 
30. The World Bank/1FC. J Building Guide to the Workplace. 
31. State of California Youth and Ault Correctional Agency. Board of Corrections. 
Corrections Planning Handbooks. 
32. Mental Health Buildings Evaluation. Report WI. February 1980 
33. The Respiratory Care Service. Functional Programming Worksheets. 
34. National Institute of Mental Health. Series B, No. 12. Psychiatric Services and the 
Changing Institutional Scene, 1950-85. U.S. Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare. 
35. Selected References on Hospital Outpatient and Emergency Activities. U.S. 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. 
36. Executive Office of the President. Council on Wage and Price Stability. Staff 
Report January 1977. The Rapid Rise of Hospital Costs 
37. High Rise or Low Rise? A Study of Decision Factors in Residence Halls 
Planning. December 1963 University Facilities Research Center (UFRC). 
38. Dober, Richard P. The New Campus in Britain: leas of Consequence for the 
United States. 
39. Linowes and Blocher. May 1987. Housing Incentives, A National Perspective 
40. The freeway in the city. A report to the Secretary, Department of Transportation 
by The Urban Advisors to the Federal Highway Administator. 
41. LEmpire du Bureau 1900-2000 CNAP /Berger-Levrault 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 BOX #44 
 
1. The Architecture of Arthur Erickson  
2. Schuyt, Michael and Joost Elffers. Fantastic Architecture. ISBN 0-500-34 
3. Designing Modernity. The Arts of Reform and Persuasion 1885-1945 Selections 
from the Wolfsonian. Edited by Wendy Kaplan 
4. Design Aesthetics and Postal Image. Final Report. Jay Farbstein & Associates, 
Inc. Min Kantrowitz & Associates, Inc. March 31, 1986 
5. Spiegel, Erika. New towns in Israel 
6. Marcus, Norman and Marilyn W. Groves, editors. The New Zoning: Legal, 
Administrative, and Economic concepts and Techniques 
7. Marshall, John Urquahart. The Location of Service Towns. An approach to the 
analysis of central place systems. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 BOX #45 
 
1. Stokols, Daniel and Irwin Altman, editors. 
2. Handbook of environmental psychology, volume 1. New York: John Wiley & 
Sons, 1987. ISBN 0-471-63016-0 (v.l). ISBN 0-471-86631-8 (2 volume set). 
3. Stokols, Daniel and Irwin Altman, editors. Handbook of environmental 
psychology, volume 2. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1987. ISBN 0-471-63017-9 
(v.2). ISBN 0-471-86631-8 (2 volume set). 
4. Cotts, David G. and Michael Lee. The Facility Management Handbook. ISBN 0-
8144-0117-1 
5. Teicholz, Eric. Facility Design and Management Handbook. ISBN 0-07-135394-1 
6. Tomorrow's Office Today. Xerox 
7. Owen, David D. Facilities Planning & Relocation. ISBN 0-87629-281-3 
8. Cherry, Edith. Programming for Design from theory to practice. ISBN 0-471-
19645-2 
9. Kernohan, David, John Gray, John Daish. User Participation in Building Design 
and Management. $93.70 ISBN 0-7506-1296-7 
10. IFMA World Workplace 2005 Conference & Expo. Volume 1 
11. IFMA World Workplace 2005 Conference & Expo. Volume 2 
12. IFMA World Workplace 2004 Conference & Expo. Volume 1 
13. IFMA World Workplace 2004 Conference & Expo. Volume 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 BOX #46 
 
1. Building the European Information Society for All. Interim Report January, 1996. 
2. IFMA World Workplace 2002 Conference Proceedings. 
3. Commission of the European Communities Industrial Processes. Building principles. 
4. Environment-Behaviour Studies in Spain. A Review of Environmental Psychology. 
5. IAPS. Book of Proceedings. Culture, Quality of Life and Globalization. Problems and 
Challenges for the New Millennium. 
6. TEAG paper — Living in an office landscape. IPM Information Report 8. Sept. 1971. 
7. Constructing the Best Government Client, Benchmarking the Government Client 
Stage Two Study. Dec. 1999. 
8. Statsbygg, REGJERINGSKVARTALET. The Government Administration Complex. 
1906-1996. 
9. Statsbygg. Buildings — Functions and inspiration. 
10. ISO Standards Compendium. ISO 9000 Quality Management. Sixth edition. 
11. Evaluating the Environment Costs and Energy Consumption of Thermal Insulations. 
A Proposed Approach. 
12. The Generic and The Specific. The University of New South Wales. Master of Urban 
Development and Design. 
13. Towards an Integrative Framework for Building Performance Evaluation: Thinking 
Beyond POE. Abstract by Wolfgang Preiser.  
14. National Audit Office. Report by the Comptroller and Auditor General. Property 
Holdings: Negotiating Office Leases. 8 July 1994. 
15. Ministry of Hoing. Spatial Planning and the Environment. Government Buildings 
Agency. Government hoing and the environment. Stainable decisions. 
16. Women of Design. Contemporary American Interiors. Beverly Rsell 
17. American Design The Northwest. $40.00 
18. Living Architecture Scandinavian Design. $23.00 
19. Plat, Herman Templemans. The Economics of Property Management. The Building 
as a Means of Production. ISBN 0 7506-5123-7 
20. Kasteren, Joost van. Buildings that Last. ISBN 90-5662-208-0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 BOX #47 
 
1. 2235A-1 Department of Attorney-General, Province of British Columbia. Study 
Law Courts. 
2. 2235 Department of Attorney-General, Province of British Columbia. Study Law 
Courts, Appendix 
3. 2238Woodfield 76 development. Background material for June 14 briefing re: site 
at southwest corner of Northwest Tollway and route 53, Schaumburg, Illinois. Real 
Estate Research Corporation. 
4. 2238Woodfield 76 development - area growth expectations and potential 
development demand. Real Estate Research Corporation. November 1, 1972. 
5. 2238A-1 Woodfield 76 Schaumburg, Ill. Text of the slide presentation of July 31, 
1972 Part I, 1972-08-11 Part 11. TEAG. 
6. 2238A-2 Woodfield 76 Schaumburg, Ill. Report of July 31 and general 
memoranda from Davis to Bennett. TEAG. October 16, 1972. 
7. 2238A-3 Woodfield 76 Schaumburg, Ill. Report of July 31 and confidential 
memoranda from Davis to  
8. Bennett. 1972-10-16 
9. 2243A-2 Patricia Bay Ocean Institute Patricia Bay, B.C. Appendices A & B to: 
Report of steering committee and consultants on requirements for the project for 
facilities and funds. 21 March 1973. 
10. 2243A-2 Patricia Bay Ocean Institute Patricia Bay, B.C. Report of steering 
committee and consultants on requirements for the project for facilities and 
funds. 1973-03-21. 
11. 2250 Forestland Management Strategies, March, 1972. 
12. 2268E Photographic Methods of Research on the Interaction between People & 
the Environment. November, 1973 
13. 2279B Water Resources Service Chemistry Laboratory. Functional Program for 
Physical Facilities, August 19, 1974. 
14. 2279C Water Resources Service Chemistry Laboratory, Vancouver, B.C. Policy 
recommendations and preliminary design requirements. A companion 
document to the functional program of 19 August 1974. 1974-12-17. 
15. 2296B Bell-Northern Research, Ltd, Ottawa. Briefing Book for Colleagues 
16. 2296B Bell-Northern Research, Ltd. Recommendations for re-modelling of 
corkstown. Book 1 & 2. July 31, 1975. 
17. 2296 Bell-Northern Research, Ltd. Corkstown Occupancy Status Report. (BNR 
file) 
18. 2290-1 Bell-Northern Research, Ltd., Ottawa. Users' manual for facilities 
programming and planning. 1976-03-01. 
 19. 2298-1 Insurance Corporation of British Columbia. ICBC Requirements for head 
office "impacts" of the move to New Westminster, Market analysis and 
recommendations for site development. 1975-0908. 
20. 2298-1 Insurance Corporation of British Columbia. Executive summary & Summary 
for Project Managers & Architects. Sept. 8, 1975. 
21. 2313 Project brief at stage 3 of the Public Works Canada Brief Development 
Process for the laboratory facilities for the Animal Diseases Research Institute 
(Western) at Lethbridge, Alberta for Agriculture Canada. Executive 
summaries. 1978-02-28. 
22. 2313 Project brief at stage 3 of the Public Works Canada Brief Development 
Process for the proposed laboratory facilities for the Animal Diseases Research 
Institute (Western) at Lethbridge, Alberta for Agriculture Canada. Executive 
summaries: summary for the design team. 1978-02-28. 
23. 2313 Project brief at stage 3 of the Public Works Canada Brief Development 
Process for the proposed laboratory facilities for the Animal Diseases Research 
Institute (Western) at Lethbridge, Alberta for Agriculture Canada. Executive 
summaries: summary for Public Works. 1978-02-28. 
24. 2313 Project brief at stage 3 of the Public Works Canada Brief Development 
Process for theproposed laboratory facilities for the Animal Diseases Research 
Institute (Western) at Lethbridge, Alberta for Agriculture Canada. Executive 
summaries: summary for Treasury Board. 1978-02-28. 
25. 2313 Project brief at stage 3 of the Public Works Canada Brief Development 
Process for the proposed laboratory facilities for the Animal Diseases Research 
Institute (Western) at Lethbridge, Alberta for Agriculture Canada. Executive 
summaries and book 1. 1978-02-28. 
26. 2313 Project brief at stage 3 of the Public Works Canada Brief Development 
Process for the proposed laboratory facilities for the Animal Diseases Research 
Institute (Western) at Lethbridge, Alberta for Agriculture Canada. Book 2: Criteria 
sheets for unit spaces. 1978-02-28. 
27. 2313 Project brief at stage 3 of the Public Works Canada Brief Development 
Process for the proposed Animal Diseases Research Institute (Western) at 
Lethbridge, Alberta for Agriculture Canada. 197802-28 
  
BOX #48 
 
1. 2187 July 1970. B.C. Building. Preliminary Programme for Massing Studies. Document 1: 
Building Requirements for Massing Studies. 
2. 2187 July 1970. B.C. Building. Preliminary Programme for Massing Studies: Document 2: 
Description of Government Organizations. 
3. 2187 July 1970. B.C. Building. Preliminary Programme for Massing Studies: Document 3: 
Summary of Major Issues. 
4. 2187 July 1970. B.C. Building. Preliminary Programme for Massing Studies: Document 4: 
Summary for Public Information. 
5. 2187 July 1970. B.C. Building. Preliminary Programme for Massing Studies: Document 5: Visitor 
Survey. 
6. 2187 July 1970. B.C. Building. Preliminary Programme for Massing Studies: Document 6 
MISSING 
7. 2187 February 1971. B.C. Building. Law Courts Complex. Recommendations on Growth 
Criterion Statements. Fundamental Units of Area: Document 7. 
8. 2187D March 1971. B.C. Building. Office Tower Criterion Statement. Relationship to Base 
Planes, Vehicles, and other Special Locations. Entrance, Lobby, Public Spaces, Pedestrian 
Access, Special Physical Factors. Document 8. 
9. 2187D April, 1971. B.C. Building. Employee Attitude Survey (Docs. 9/10). 
10. 2181F B.C. Centre — Document Ile Issues & Review, April 21, 1971. 
11. 2187 B.C. Centre — Document 12. Issues Review, May 14, 1971 
12. 2187 B.C. Centre — Document 13. Tenancy Review and summary of Issues Related to 
Tenancy, May 14, 1971. 
13. 2187 B.C. Centre — Document 14 — Issue Review & Summary of Issues Related to 
Tenancy, June 3, 1971. 
14. 2187 B.C. Centre — Review and Recommendations for Child Day Care Facilities, July 1971. 
15. 2187B.C. Centre — Document 16 Tower and Relarted Base Planes, as of October 22, 1971. 
16. 21871 B.C. Building. Document 17. Modes of Office Planning and Alternative Shapes for 
Tower Office  Floors. December 13, 1971. 
17. 21871B.C. Building. Issue: Food Service, February 18, 1972. 
18. 2187L/15 B.C. Building. Document 15 (Updated). Law Courts Book 1 of 2 books: 
programmatic requirements. March 14, 1973. 
19. 2187L/15 B.C. Building. Document 15 (Updated). Law Courts Book 2A, Detailed 
Programmatic Requirements. March 14, 1973 
20. 2187K B.C. Building. Document 16. PART Il. Public Service Grouping of Provincial 
Government Offices. Updated. January 26, 1973. 
21. 2187L/15B.C. Building, Law Courts Book 2A: detailed programmatic requirements, March 
14, 1973 
22. 2187L-20 Vancouver Law Courts, Blocks 51, 61, 71. Book 1 of 2. Programmatic 
Requirements. March 25, 1974 
23. 2187-L20 Vancouver Law Courts, Blocks 51, 61, 71. Book 2 of 2. Detailed Programmatic 
Requirements. March 25, 1974. 
24. 2187-L20 Vancouver Law Courts, Blocks 51, 61, 71. Appendium #1 to Book 2. May 15, 1974. 
25. 2187 1971-74. B.C. Building and Department of Public Works. Issues, Decisions, and 
Alternate Strategies. Sample material. 
 
 BOX #49 
 
1. 2208B/C-1 University of Guelph Administration Building/University Centre and Central 
Services 197112Building. Modes of office layout and functional groupings. TEAG 
2. 2237F Pacific Environment Centre Vancouver, B.C. Report of task force and 
consultants on requirements for the project for space and funds. December 15, 1972. 
3. 2237F Pacific Environment Centre Vancouver, B.C. Volume 1. Main Report. Oct. 73 
4. 2237F Pacific Environment Centre Vancouver, B.C. Volume 2. Appendices A, B, C, D 
& E. Oct. 73 
5. 2237F Pacific Environment Centre Vancouver, B.C. Volume 2. Appendix F. Oct. 73 
6. 2245 Environmental Protection Service Interim Lab Facilities. Consultants report on staff 
and space requirements for interim laboratory. 1973-03-02. 
7. 2280B Vancouver Laboratory Provincial Health Laboratories. Recommendations on 
management decisions, preliminary design requirements, and functional program for 
physical facilities. 197505-30. 
8. 2307A-1Partial text for project brief at stage 3 of the Public Works Canada Brief 
Development Process for the proposed government of Canada Building at Prince 
Albert, Saskatchewan. 1977-02-23. 
9. 2316B Pilot study at the National Gallery, Ottawa display evaluation: special exhibit 
area, second floor. Study for: Supply and Services Canada and National Museums of 
Canada. Report A. 1979-08-27. 
10. 2316B Pilot study at the National Gallery, Ottawa display evaluation: fourth floor areas 
4 and Study for: Supply and Services Canada and National Museums of Canada. 
Report B. 
11. 2316B Pilot study at Fort Langley National Historical Park. 
12. 2316B Project Report at end of Phase 2. Photographic methods of evaluation of 
effectiveness of displays and exhibits. 
13. 2321 Selected bibliography of the knowledge-base relevant to environmental design 
research:project report. Project for National Research Council of Canada. 1979-10-09 
14. 2343 Occupants' manual for the headquarters accommodation of the Canada 
Employment and Immigration Commission/Department: main text. 1981-07-31 
15. 2343 Occupants' manual for the headquarters accommodation of the Canada 
Employment and Immigration Commission/Department: Appendix to main text. 1981-
07-31. 
16. 2343 Occupants' manual for the headquarters accommodation of the Canada 
Employment and Immigration Commission/Department: appendices. 1081-07-31 
17. 2345 Carnegie-Mellon University 
18. 2358 Functional program at stage 2 for the Government of Canada Building at 
Pleasantville, St. John's, Newfoundland 1982-06-15. 
19. 2359 Correctional Service Canada 
20. 2364 Service Environment Initiative. Assessment & Documentation. 1982-12-15. 
21. 2366 Functional Program for lease-purchase for Government of Canada Building at 
Halifax, Nova Scotia. 1983-06-06 
22. 2369 Program summary for the Biotechnology Research Institute of the National Research 
Council of Canada at Montreal, Quebec. 1983-07-11. 
  
 
BOX #50 
 
1. 101 Syntex - Report: interim space program. Building Program Associates. May 
1966 
2. 101 Syntex - Master planning at Palo Alto. Building Program Associates. July 1966 
3. 101 Syntex - Audio-visual criteria and equipment. Sept. 1966 
4. 101 Syntex — General Description and Operating Characteristics of animal 
facilities. Feb. 1969 
5. 101 Syntex — Parking Study. Apr. 1967 
6. 101 Syntex — A Building Program. May 1967 
7. 101 Syntex — Room Numbering System. July 1966 
8. 101 Syntex — Information Retrieval Exchange, and Dissemination. July 1966 
9. 101 Syntex — Program of requirements for Syntex Biological Research Facility at the 
Hillview Site Nov. 1967 
10. 109 Port of Seattle. Report on the need for, and economic feasibility of, passenger 
service facilities at the proposed parking structure at the Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport. Building Program Associates. Building Program Associates. 
Building Program Associates. April 25, 1967 
11. 109 Crowd movement analysis for the horizontal people mover loop system: 
volume I. April 12, 1968 
12. 109 Survey of employee attitudes toward company headquarters relocation. 
Prepared for California Casualty Co., San Francisco. Building Program Associates. 
September, 1968 
13. 109B Greeters and Well-Wishers at the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. March 
1968 
14. 109C Description of spaces international satellite. Nov. 1968 
15. 109H Waiting and Design (Excerpt from Program Report, Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport. July 1969 
16. 109HDesign program for north satellite, Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. 1969-
03-03 
17. 109J Pilot study: Air travellers' attitudes toward airport terminals. Building Program 
Associates. March, 1969 
18. 109 Selected findings from Airport Research by TEAG and Basic Introductory 
Diagrams of Whole Terminal Systems Used by TEAG in Past Projects. May, 1972 
19. 109Projections of International Arrivals at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. July 
1969 
20. 109 A Study for the Expanded Services Complex, Seattle-Tacoma International 
Airport. June 1970 
21. 122A Office Bldg. for State Dept. of Public Assistance — computer aided analyses 
of proximity requirements between organization/ activity units. 
22. 122B Office Bldg. for State Dept. of Public Assistance — program summary of 
spaces. 
 23. 122 Office Bldg. for State Dept. of Public Assistance — program report of issues and 
management decisions. 
24. 122 Office Bldg. for State Dept. of Public Assistance — program of space 
requirements. 
25. 123 SAGA Administration Corporation 
26. 126 Criteria for the Selection of Space to be leased by Western States 
27. 126 Western States Bankcard Assoc., Population Projection & Resultant Space 
Requirement 1972-74 
28. 126 Western States Bankcard Assoc., Survey of Employee Attitudes toward HQs 
relocation. 
29. 127A Western States Bankcard Assoc., Progress Report 
30. 133A South Center Motel Occupancy Estimate, May 2, 1968. 
31. 139A Tacoma Mall Motel Study, July, 1968 
32. 142A Hawaii Land Use Law: Attitude Study, May 1969 
33. 148 Wells Fargo Training Centre. Program Analysis, Nov. 1968. 
34. 148 Crowd Size & Movement at the San Francisco International Airport. Projections 
& Design Criteria. 
35. 148 San Francisco International Airport. Summary Tables of Projected Crowd Flows 
& Populations. 
36. 182 San Francisco International Airport. Review Analysis of Pedestrian Circulation 
Systems. 
37. 2237B-1 Fairbanks International Airport Terminal Expansion 
38. 2237F A Building Program for Western Operations, San Francisco. May 1970 
39. 2237 F Pacific Environment Centre Vancouver, B.C. Report of task force and 
consultants on requirements for the project for space and funds. December 15, 
1972. 
40. 2239A Pacific Environment Centre Vancouver, B.C. Volume 1 – Main Report. Vol. 2 
– Appendices A, B, C, D, & E. Vol. 3 – Appendix F. Oct. 1973.  
41. Weyerhaeuser Co., Tacoma. Landscaped Office Planning at Weyerhaeuser. 
Instructional documents and guidelines. Dec. 11/72 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 BOX #51 
1.  4437GSA- PBS (3.1, 3.2 etc = contract  
 01 GSA-PBS pilot of ST&M at Chicago 
04 GSA-PBS 
05 GSA-PBS Passport New Orleans 
07 GSA-PBS HQ bldg except 7th floor 3.1 
08 GSA-PBS HQ 7th Floor & ABSIC 3.2 
09 GSA-PBS P-IOO Facilities Stds 3.4 
 12 GSA-PBS Rate an office 3.6 
14 GSA-PBS Reqmt Profile for NOAA-NESDIS 3.8 
15 GSA-PBS Reqmt Profile for Health & Human Services + Rate 
Parklawn 3.9 19 Serviceability-Lite for NCR #1 
20 National Capital Region (NCR) - Training - ROB =Non Bill - for FY 2001-2002 
21 Serviceability-Lite for Worldclass #2 
23 Process that includes ST&M#4 
24 lwp & HOK collaboration + ROB 
25 IBBG-VOA requirement profile 
27 LEED effect on GSA Reqm't profile 
 31 Georgia Institute of Technology Zimring for Kampschroer 
 33 USCG Headquarters Bldg, WashDC See USCG  
2.  6453  State Dept Office of Overseas Buildings Operations 
3.  03 Berlin OBC. Applicatuion of Serviceability Tools & Methods to new BOB. June 
1998 
4.  03 Berlin OBC. Exploratory Focus Groups to Development Generic Profiles. Sept. 
1968 
08 Rate Nairobi proposals &train 
09 Rate Dar es Salaam & train 
5.  2505MSW - Mathews SouthWest R.Tucker CPI Commercial Property Investmt UK 
01 Bell Mobility: Reqmt Profile 
02 Bell Mobility: Rate Matheson&Carlson 
6.  2605 Symcor Services 
 01 Reqm't — Michael Budd 
7.  4607 Chevron (Completed) 
 01 Phase 1 Rate and assess property mngmt &O&M + OutsourcingPaper 
8.  4629 Coast Guard 
 03  Seattle rate ISC for RegStrategPlan 
 05 Regional Scales sub to B-H 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 BOX #52 
 
1. 101 Syntex — Summary Review of the Effect of Dec. 7, 1967, Population 
Projectins (Reduced) on Size and Cost of the 1970 Increment of Construction. 
December 19, 1967 
2. 101 Syntex — Use of the existing buildings at Hillview Avenue and Office Space 
for Syntext Laboratories, Inc. Revised July 29, 1967 
3. 101 Syntex — Basic typical individual offices, First Phase Submittal of Program. 
October 27, 1966 
4. 101 Syntex — Proximity Relations at Syntex. May 23, 1967 
5. 101 Syntex — Food Services Facilities at the Hillview Site. August 9, 1967 
6. 101 Syntex/Hillview — Alternate Future Uses of the Existing Research Building. 
September 7, 19670 
7. 101 Syntex — Program of Requirements for Syntex Biological Research Facility at 
the Hillview Site November 9, 1967 
8. 101 Syntex — Requirements for Typical Individual Offices and Secretarial 
spaces; and Selected Program Summaries for Office Space. November 10, 
1967 
9. 101Syntex — Projections of Personnel and Animals for Use in Sizing 1970 
Increment of Construction. August 15, 1967, Revised October 16, 1967 
10. 186 Washington State University. Master Plan Student Housing August 1970. 
11. 186 Washington State University. 1973 Project Single Student Housing. August 31, 
1970. 
12. 186 Washington State University. Tabulation of Responses to Student Housing 
Questionnaire. February/March 1971. 
13. 2187 January 1971. B.C. Building. Preliminary Programme for Massing Studies: 
Document 6 
14. 2187L B.C. Building. Document 15 (Updated) Law Courts Book 2B, Detailed 
Programmatic Requirements. March 14, 1973 
15. 2187L/15 B.C. Building. Document 15 (Updated). Law Courts. Section 14 of Book 
2A (Updated) May 1973. 
16. 2187L/15 B.C. Building. Document 15 (Updated). Law Courts. Addendum #1 
to Section 14 of Book 2A (Updated) May 1973. 
17. 2316C Pilot Study at Fort Langley National Historical Park. Display Evaluation: 
Interpretive Exhibit for the Overall Site, 2nd Floor, Big House. 1979-08-27 
18. ING and Andreas van Wagenberg. 01 ING &Andreas van Wagenberg 
19. 7489 J.J. Barnicke CorpRe Resources. 01 — Architel- (Clare)/ 06Bell OpCentres 
— (Budd)/ 07 Pallet-Valo - (Budd) 
20. 2609 DiversiNet / JJBarnicke w / Peter Lockart 
 
 
 
 
 BOX #53 
PERIODICALS 
(Issued 6 per year although not all issues included here) 
Volume 29 No. 2 (Mar.-Apr.l), No. 3 (May-June), No. 6 (Nov.-Dec.) 2001 
Volume 30 No. 1 (Jan.-Feb.), No. 6 (Nov.-Dec.) 2002 
Volume 32 No. 1 (Jan.-Feb.), No. 2 (Mar.-Apr.), No. 3 (May-June),  
No. 5 (Sept.-Oct.), No. 6 (Nov.-Dec.) 2004 
Volume 33 No. 4 July-August 2005 
Volume 35 No. 3 (May-June), No. 5 (Sept.-Oct.) 
Volume 36 No. 1 (Jan.-Feb.), No. 3 (May-June) 2008 
1. Simmons, H. Leslie. The specifications Writer's Handbook 
2. GSA - United States court of Appeals Building for the Ninth Circuit 
3. GSA — The ISO 14000 Essentials. A practical guide to implementing the ISO 14000 
Standards. 
4. Reuvid, Jonathan, Consultant Editor. Managing usiness Partnership $40.00 
5. Agence nationale Pour L'Ameuoration de L'Habitat. Vocabulaire. 
6. BOMA International. Office Market Terms and Definitions. Guidelines for Describing 
Office Building Space Markets. $20.00 
7. NORTEL — Occupant Requirements for the Advanced Technology JAVA/Network 
Computing Team Space, 
8. Feasibility Study 19970010. Prepared by The JAVA/Network Computing Team, 
Gateway and Jamie Laidlaw. 
9. ANSI - Z76501996 Square Footage - Method for Calculating. 
10. McCoy, Janetta Mitchell. Assessing Quality in the Work Environment. UWM 
11. CIB Agenda 21 on sustainable construction CIB Report 237 
12. IFMA World Workplace '98 Proceedings Volume 1. 
13. IFMA World Workplace '98 Proceedings Volume 2. 
14. IFMA World Workplace 2000. As the workplace evolves, so should you. Vol. 1. 
15. IFMA World Workplace 2000. As the workplace evolves, so should you. Vol. 2. 
16. Propstf Claudia, et al. Facility Management Institute. Practices in Facility 
Management. 
17. Corporate Space and Architecture. International Symposium June 30, July 1, 2, 3, 1992 
in Paris. 
18. Corporate Space and Architecture. Communication Papers. Volume 1. International 
Symposium June 30, July 1, 2, 3, 1992 in Paris. 
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